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Agata Cooper, Senior Manager, Digital Strategy Public Safety, Accenture
What is really going to change

Carl Miller, Research Director, Centre for the Analysis of Social Media Demos
Police moving wholeheartedly into trying to police the online world

Tim Godwin, Managing Director, Public Safety, Accenture
Using digital disruption through citizen portals, self-help citizen interaction

James Slessor, Managing Director, Global Public Safety, Accenture
Things like machine learning, artificial intelligence

Hacer Evans, Director of the Digital Policing Portfolio, National Police Chiefs Council
A completely transformed workforce

Steve Wilson, Head of European Cybercrime Center, Europol
It’s law enforcement working far closer with industry

Neil Beet, Director, Bluelights Digital
So as crime moves from main stream policing into online policing we need to be quick, we need to be ahead of that curve

Stephen Kavanagh, Essex Police
Let’s have a competent workforce that can grab hold of these great opportunities

Dave Hudson, Deputy Commissioner, New South Wales Police Force
Police forces need to be very agile, we need to move into a more preventative area

Carl Miller
Bring in a whole new kind of person to be a kind of digital police officer
Online crime will get ever more voluminous and complex
James Slessor
And one of the biggest is the whole area of analytics

Dave Hudson
React to crimes and hopefully predict them in future

James Slessor
Data is growing so quickly it’s not just volume, it’s also the type of data.

Steve Rees
Collect data, analyze that data to a certain level immediately and then utilize that to enhance and enrich their collection on the spot

James Slessor
The criminals themselves are using digital in all sorts of new ways

Stephen Rees, Deputy Assistant Director, Directorate of Intelligence, FBI
Technology is enhancing their ability to do what they want to do

Daniel Cuthbert, Chief Operation Officer, Sensepost
Most of our lives are on the internet so by virtue of that policing should also be

Carl Miller
I think ethically we’ve also got to kind of get a conversation and finish a conversation about the kind of role of data science within law enforcement

Neil Beet
Bringing in younger generations who are au fait with digital crime

Tim Godwin
You’re now going to need data scientists you’re going to need digital analysts

James Slessor
The real secret for policing is thinking how can we use digital technology
How can we be far more proactive, one thing that is certain is the pace of change is only going to get faster